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ABSTRACT 

The RADTRAN computer code for transportation risk analysis, which has been under continuous 
development at Sandia National Laboratorios since 1977, has evolved fiom a purely research tool into 
a publicly available system with a variety of applications. This expansion of the user community has 
substantially increased the need to make the system easier to use without decreasing its capabilities or 
the quality of output, A large set of modifiable W T R A N  input files has been available via 
"'RANSNET for several years. Orre approach to assisting the user invofves adding annotations/ 
information to each of these files. A second approach is providing additional help in building 
new/modifjring old hput files. 

Keeping the proposed informatiodannotation files separate from but closely coupled to the modifiable 
input files within the TRANSNET shell system allows the modifiable input files to remain as regular 
input files while providing rapid, automatic access to useful information about the analysis. Tn this way, 
the sample input files main intact as regular RADIXAN input files and any files generated using 
associated on-line menus or editors may be readily converted into new input files. A single samplc fiIe 
is selected and used as an example to illustrate the prototype help features. 

INTRODWCTION 

The RADTRAN computet code for transportation risk analysis [1,2,3,4], which has been under 
continuous development and application at Sandia National Laboratories (SNL) since 1977 and is now 
available in the fourth release (RADTRAN 4), has evolved from a tool for research and internal 
applications into a publicly available system used by many with less than professional expartise in risk 
analysis, RADTRAN 4 and related codes comprise a computational system that is publicly available 
on TRANSNET [SI, the SNL node on the Internet that provides access to the W T R A N  code system. 

The expansion of the RADTRAN user community has been paralleled by incrmd usage of the code 
system on TRANSNET. The system includes a user-friendly, menu-driven, "front-end" that guides the 
user in the creation and editing of RADTIWN 4 input files. Since the inception of the TRANSNET 
system 151, SNL has maintained a telephone help capability for RADTlUN users. Users who have 
problems, questions, or need project-specific data are able to S@ directly to a RADTRAN code 
developer. Pmm this d i m t  user interaction, two of the authors of this paper noted certain types of 
problems were being repeatedly encountered. Some problems could be traced to ambiguous wording 
in the menus or documentation or unrealistic expectations regarding capabilities and/or flexibilities of 
the code system, but a few problems were intrinsic to the code. For example, a user discovered that 
a logical m r  occurred when zero was entered 89 the population density for a route segment, The code 
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was modified because this was a circumstance other users were likeiy to encounter (large areas bf the 
United States have mto population density). At first, such difficulties were. w m t e d  as they arose on 
an ad hoc basis. Any alterations made in the code were posted on the RADTRAN revision-history 
bulletin board on TRANSNET. As the computational system became more complex and the user 
cornunity became larger and less experienced, this approach no longer sufficed. 

SNL has employed several strategies to address uSer needs. Workshops have been lield, most recently 
at the International High-Level Radioactive waste Management Confernice in Las Vegas. Recognizing 
the value of user fdbdback to SNL’s efforts to continue improving both the user fiiendliness and the 
tcchical value of the RADTRAN System, in 1994 SNL initiated a new strategy of convening fbrmal 
RADTRAN user meetings. Two SNL-sponsored meetings of RADTRAN users were held in 1994, At 
the first of these, the scope was limited to the RADTRAN 4 code system; notices were mailed to all 
individuals in the United States who either had current user passwords or who had raqwested executable 
tapes of RADTRAN 4 for use with their O w n  mahfiame computem “he second meeting had a broader 
scope, covering both the R A D W  system and other codes and databnses available on TRANSNET. 
At these meetings, users were presented with an outline of planned modificatiorls/improvements and 
asked for feedback and suggestions for improvement Reports of these meetings will be available this 
Year. 

The results of these meetings were positive and constructive. The suggestions for improvements 
addressed everything from highly specific singleparameter wmments to such broad concepts as 
addition of a graphical user interfkce (GUI) and incorporation of a geographical information system 
(GIs). There were several criticisms of the existing input/file/generating menus on TRANSNET. These 
ranged from the general to the particular. One genera1 criticism was that several common, inadvertent 
key-press combinations cause the user to exit without having saved any part ofthe file being developed. 
This has been corrected on the current operating system. An example of a particular mmmcnt dcals 
with a defauit dispersability category (DISP=l). Tt cannot be modified by tho user, but the menu screens 
do not explain this. 

While GUI development may be appmpriate for the long term, the simpler matter of making it easier 
for a user to construct B RADTRAN input file can be implemented with available technology within 
the txisting computational environment. Because RADTRAN requires large amounts of input data (like 
all risk codes) and many new users are relatively inexperienced, it seemed more reasonable to help 
develop the users’ understanding of what is needed for suitable input than to dcvatc m u r c c s  to 
development of a GUI that might look like a homecomputer game but not really assist the user. As 
long as it continues to be one of the world’s most powerful tools for serious risk analysis, little purpose 
is served by slick packaging before basic user needs are addressed. 

The current RADTRAN computational system includes n collection of approximately 15 Transportation 
Technology Center (TTC) file sets derived fiom actual risk analyses performed by SNL for the DOE. 
These files were placed on the system primarily to make them accessiblc to critics and activists 
opposing U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) environpental assessments @As) and environmental 
impact statements (EISs) that the analyses supprkd. This step was taken in response to activists’ 
criticisms that DOUSNL, risk analyses contained “hidden assumptions” that could not be reviewed by 
anyone who did not have access to a mainframe computet. Placing the input filas on the system thus 
performs a public quality assurance and review function in that it allows anyone with internet access 
or a personal computer (PC) and a modem to obtain the mw input files, to run RADTRAN, and to 
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satl@ themselves that the results reported in the documents they support are indeed the actual 
W T W  outputs, 

The current menu system also allows users to modify (edit) these film. Thus, critics arc able to satisfjl 
themselves 85 to the offkt on the result of  changing "assumptions." The latter capability was soon seen 
to be useful to serious analysts as well, because it can be used to modiQ a few parameters and thereby 
quickly mdyz,e similar but not identical problems. However, as currently structured, the ?TC files are 
"pure" input files and contain little information to help a beginning user identify tho sources of the data, 
Little need was seen for such a user interface at first, because the source information was contained in 
the EAs and EISs that the input files were developed to support. However, the files soon were being 
used as "starting points" by p m m  who had no interest in the orjginnl problem but who did have a 
similar problem to analym, Both the Iack of explanatory information and the fact that the input files 
cannot be easily modified without consulting the RADTRAN 4 User Guide [4] were cited as non-user 
fiiendly fahues of the current system during the wer feedback meetings, Therefore, a first step toward 
increased user friendliness is the association of background information with each TTC file. 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION FOR TI% FIL,ES 

Much potentially helpful background information could be associated with each input file. For example, 
a user might be interested in knowing why a particular input file was generated. Other types of 
information the user might find helphl include genera1 conclusions reswlting firom the RADTRAN tun 
and the types of related analyses that are possible using simple modifications (with the modifications 
described in detail) of a particular file. 

ON-LINE USER GUIDE 

An on-line user guide also was recommended by some users. This would consist of making the text 
of the published User Guide [4] available on the TRANSNET system. This option has the drawback 
of not being accessible while the user is building or tnodifjling an input filc. For that -on, enhancing 
the file-generating menus with additional infomation is believed to be iz mox beneficial option. This 
option is discussed in the following sectibn. 

AVAILABLE RADTRAN INPUT PILES 

Figwe 1 shows the list of RADTRAN I T C  file sets currently available to the TRANSNET user. One 
set of files (FOREIGN RESEARCH REACTOR SPENT FUEL) has been selected to illustrate the 
proposed user assistance. These files were developed to analyze transport of foreign Tesearch reactor 
spmt fie1 by s g v d  modes [a. Figure 2 shows the second step in file selection with the present 
current RADTRAN menus. The first line on this sample screen is "Enlcr a Category Number a. 15." 
This means thal the user selected number 15 h m  the list in Figre 1. The screen shows the full title 

of the citation and gives all the files available under Category 15. The last line in the table is "Enter 
subcategory number you wish to we 11-q a 1," which means that the Highway Routes subcategory 
was selected. Figure 3 shows the last l i e  of FiguE 2 and then shows the titles of all the input files 
available for research reactor spent fuel analysis by highway (truck) mode in this file set. In the 
example, File Number I has been selected. Table T shows the sample input liie, ASTRAXT, As the 
figure shows, it is "pum" computer input and does not contain much informahn helpful to RII 
hexperienced user. 
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NEW HELP FILES 

Figures 4 and 5 are examples of background information associated with a particular TTC file; in this 
example, the ASTRAXT file. It tells something about the nature of the problem that was to be solved, 
why it was important, and gives detailed information about specific input parameters used in the analysis. 
Figure 6 summarizes the results of running this particular TTC file for both the first route-segment (3.2 
km) and the total route and shows the types of outputs that may be obtained from RADTRAN. Note that 
probability and consequences as well as risk are given. 

SPREADSHEET FOR BUILDING AN INPUT FILE 

Several users have commented that in its current form, the RADTRAN menu system does not contain 
sufficient heJp for a beginner who isn’t familiar with the User Guide [4]. The Appendix shows some of 
the help statements for a prototype enhanced menu system; information is given for each line in a 
RADTRAN input file. This experimental system now exists as a PC-based spreadsheet. The few default 
values remaining in RADTRAN, such as those for atmospheric dispersion, are listed under the appropriate 
keywords. Emphasis has been placed on identifjing which input vaIues are required for route-specific 
analysis and which are not. In addition, the user is frequently reminded about the necessity of making 
the sizes of the various data arrays consistent. Failure to enter the proper number of values in certain 
arrays is a common beginner’s error. Isotope data may be automatically entered from RADTRAN’s 
internal isotope database by use of an alphanumeric identifier. The spreadsheet lists all available isotopes 
and their identifiers but does not display the contents of the database itself. A complete data list for each 
isotope used can be obtained by running a full output of RADTRAN. 

Figure 1. First Step in Selecting a TTC File 
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Figure 3. Third File Selection Step 



Table I. Sample RADTRAN input file - ASTRAXT 

&& _FOREIGN_FUELS-~UCK-~SPORT_ 
TITLE 

E S P  

NOBLE VOLATILE 

FM-EA-DRAFT - TRUCK - ASTRA-GOSSLAR-1OMW-13ASSEM-1 SODAY-CHARLESTON-NC-S . 

FORM UNIT 
DIMEN 46 6 4 10 18 
PARM 1 3  2 1 0  
PACKAGE LABGRP ACT-OTHER RUTH 
SHIPMENT LABISO 

H3GAS C14GAS P32 U233 U235 U238 NP237 PU236 PU238 PU239 PU240 PU241 
PU242 AM241 m 4 3  CM242 CM244 CF252 KR85 SR89 SR90 Y91 ZR95 NB94 NB95 
M099 TC99 RU103 RU106 TE125M TE127 TE127M TE129 TE129M I129 I131 XE133 
CS134 CS137 CE141 CEl44 PM147 SM151 EU152 EU154 EU155 

Rp_ 

NORMAL NMODE=l 
1 .OOOE+OO O.OOOE+OO O.OOOE+OO O.OOOE+OO O.OOOE+OO O.OOOE+OO 

O.OOOE+OO 5.0OOE+Ol 2.000E+01 O.OOOE+OO O.OOOE+OO O.OOOE+OO 
2.000E-i-00 O.OOOE+OO O.OOOE+OO O.OOOE+O'O O.OOOE+OO O.OOOE+OO 
O.OOOE+OO 

2.0OOE+OO 1 .OOOE+Ol O.OOOE+OO 1.100E-02 O.OOOE+OO O.OOOE+OO 

ACCIDENT SEVFRC NPOP=l NMODE=l 
6.03E-01 3.94E-01 3.OOE-03 3.OOE-06 5.00E-06 7.00E-06 

NPOP=2 NMODE=l 

NPOP=3 NMODE=I 
6.02E-01 3.94E-01 4.OOE-03 4.OOE-06 3.00E-06 2.OOE-06 

6.04501 3.95E-01 3.805-04 3.8OE-07 2.50E-07 1.3OE-07 
RELEASE WRAC 

GROUP=l O.OOE+OO O.OOE+OO O.OOE+OO 1 .OOE-02 1 .OOE-01 1.1 OE-0 1 
GROUP=:! O.OOE+OO O.OOE+OO O.OOE+OO 1 .OOE-O8 9.00E-04 9.8OE-04 
GROUPz3 O.OOE+OO O.OOE+OO O.OOE+OO 1 -00E-08 5.OOE-08 5.00E-08 
GROUP4 O.OOE+OO O.OOE+OO O.OOE+OO 1 -00E-08 1 .OOE-06 4.20E-05 

AERSOL DISP=3 O.OOE+OO O.OOE+OO O.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO 1 .OOE+OO 1 .OOE+OO 
DISP-4 O.OOE+OO O.OOE+OO O.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO 1.OOE.tOO 1 .OOE+OO 
DISP=5 O.OOE+OO O.OOE+OO O.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO 1 .OOE+OO 1 .OOE+OO 
DISP=3 O.OOE+OO O.OOE-i-00 O.OOE-i-00 I.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO 1 .OOE+OO 
D I S H  O.OOE+OO O.OOEM0 O.OOE+OO 5.OOE-02 1 .OOE+OO I.OOE+OO 
DISP=5 O.OOE+OO O.OOE+OO O.OOE+OO 5.OOE-02 5.00E-02 5.OOE-02 

EOF 
ISOTOPES -1 I 1.00 1;OO 1-00 0.00 SFUEL -. - . : 

U235 1.34E-03 ACT-OTHER 5 
U238 8.06E-05 ACT-OTHER 5 
PU23 8 1.31E+02 ACT-OTHER 5 
PU239 6.0 1 E-0 1 ACT-OTHER 5 
PU240 5.42E-01 ACT-OTHER 5 
Pu24 1 2.09E+02 ACT-OTHER 5 
CM242 1.36E+Ol ACT-OWER 5 
CM244 2.09E+OO ACT-OTHER 5 
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Table I (continued) 

KR85 
SR89 
SR90 
Y91 
ZR95 
NB95 

RU106 
TE127 
TE 1 27M 
TE129 
TE129M 
CS 134 
CS137 
CE141 
CE144 
PM147 
EU154 

' RU103 

LINK1 * 

LINK 1 
LINK 1 
LINK 1 
LINK 1 
LINK 1 
LINK 1 
LINK 1 
LINK 1 
LINK 1 
LINK 1 
LINK 1 
LINK 1 
LINK 1 
LINK 1 
LINK 1 
LINK 1 
LINK 1 
LINK 1. 
LINK 1 
LINK 1 
LINK 1 
LINK 1 

9.4 1 E+02 
4.57E+04 
7.9OEi-03 
6.97E+04 
9.02E+04 
1.67E+05 
1.69E-I-04 
9.49E+03 
5.05E+02 
5.15E+02 
3.42E+02 
5.38E+02 
1.79E+04 
7.89E+03 
1.7 1 E+04 
1.35E+05 
9:22E+03 
5.49Et-02 

3.2 
15.4 

208.5 
67.4 
7.2 
1 .o 
3.9 
0.0 
0.0 
3.2 
0.0 
2.9 
5.1 
0.0 

14.2 
3.5 
0.0 
4.8 
0.0 
0.0 

14.5 
0.0 
0.0 

PKGSIZ SFUEL 1.77 
EOF 
EO1 

NOBLE 
ACT-OTHER 
ACT-OTHER 
VOLATILE 
ACT-OTHER 
VOLATILE 
RUTH 
RUTH 
ACT-OTHER 
ACT-OTHER 
ACT-OTHER 
ACT-OTHER 
VOLATILE 
VOLATILE 
ACT-OTJER 
ACT-OTHER 
VOLATILE 
ACT-OTHER 
48.3 
48.3 
88.5 
88.5 
48.3 
88.5 
88.5 
48.3 
88.5 
88.5 
48.3 
88.5 
88.5 
48.3 
88.5 
88.5 
48.3 
88.5 
88.5 
48.3 
88.5 
88.5 
48.3 

3 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
4 
4 
5 
5 
5 
5 
2250.7 
2250.7 

15.2 
296.3 

2127.0 
8.9 

802.3 
0.0 
0.0 

51 1.6 
0.0 

30.0 
159.0 

0.0 
29.0 

141.6 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.3 
0.0 
0.0 . 

2800.0 1.93E-07 U 
2800.0 3.16E-07 U 
470.0 I .61E-07 R 
780.0 1.61E-07 S 

2800.0 3.16E-07 U 
470.0 1.93E-07 R 
780.0 1.93E-07 S 

0.0 1.93E-07 U 
0.0 1.93E-07 R 

780.0 1.93E-07 S 
0.0 1.93E-07 U 

470.0 3.85E-07 R 
780.0 3.85E-07 S 

0.0 3.85E-07 U 
470.0 1.93E-07 R 
780.0 1.93E-07 S 

0.0 1.93E-07 U 
0.0 1.93E-07 R 
0.0 1.93E-07 S 
0.0 1.93E-07 U 

470.0 1.93E-07 R 
0.0 3.93E-07 S 
0.0 1.93E-07 U 

2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
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Figure 5. Sample Annotations by Keyword-ASTRAXT 
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bility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, or 
process disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Refer- 
ence herein to any specific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark, 
manufacturer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, ream- 
mendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof. The views 
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APPENDIX (Continued) 

I Keyword(s) I Data Elements (at least one space follows the Keyword(s)) (page4 I 

I I 1 1 1 I 

{Under the NORMAL keyword is an ordered array of 25 parameter values for EACH 
{selected transportation mode; the following variable names describe the parameters: 
{their values MUST be entered in the order given. Values for aggregate analysis ONLY 
{are starred; they cannot be skipped in a LINK analysis file (see later)- enter a value 
{of zero (0) instead. ! I 

I 
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APPENDIX (Continued) 

rKeyword(s1 I Data Elements (at least one space follows the Keyword(s)) I. I Page IO 

I Crhe isotopes to be used are given in two arrays followinc the keyword ISOTOPES: 

I 

fNM TABSPY PKGSHP TlPKG FRGAMA FRNELJT LABMAT' 
ISOTOPES -1 1 1 .oo 1 .oo 1 .oo 0.00 SFUEL 
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APPENDIX (Continued) 
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	NOBLE
	ACT-OTHER
	ACT-OTHER
	VOLATILE
	ACT-OTHER
	VOLATILE
	RUTH
	RUTH
	ACT-OTHER
	ACT-OTHER
	ACT-OTHER
	ACT-OTHER
	VOLATILE
	VOLATILE
	ACT-OTJER
	ACT-OTHER
	VOLATILE
	ACT-OTHER
	0.0 1.93E-07 U
	470.0 3.85E-07 R
	780.0 3.85E-07 S
	0.0 1.93E-07 U
	0.0 1.93E-07 R
	0.0 1.93E-07 S
	0.0 1.93E-07 U

